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I. INTRODUCTION

Aqueous electrolyte solutions play an important role in many industrial applications and

processes in nature. Upon addition of electrolytes to solvents, the thermodynamic proper-

ties of solutions change drastically, being dominated by the strong electrostatic interactions

between the ions and the solvent molecules. The influence on the properties varies with

the nature of the ion species and the composition of solution1. Molecular simulations of

electrolyte solutions allow for detailed insights into the properties of electrolyte solutions

and the changes to the solvent and to other solutes due to ions. Such simulations are widely

used, e.g. for studies on the influence of electrolytes on the conformation of proteins2,3 or

polymers4,5.

The quality of molecular simulations is determined by the employed force fields. Aqueous so-

lutions containing electrolytes were modeled by various groups since the 1970s6. Ever since,

the ions were mainly described by one Lennard-Jones (LJ) sphere with a superimposed point

charge in its center. Over time, numerous ion models7–13 were developed. They differ in

their parameters by orders of magnitude14, depending on solvent model, ion combination

and long range correction type. Peng et al.14 were the first to analyze different models for

alkali and halide ions in aqueous solution, using the consistent force field (CFF)15 for water.

The result of their study was a set of molecular models for ions that reproduces several solid

state properties and the solvent structure of the liquid phase with a high accuracy.

With increasing computing power and more advanced simulation techniques, the molecular

representations of ion solutions became more reliable and thereby the accuracy of the force

fields became better16–18. Wheeler and Newman19 focused on two distinct salts, sodium

chloride and potassium chloride, in water. Their ion models were parameterized to repro-

duce the diffusivity of the ions in aqueous solution. The resulting parameter set19 captures

the solution density for both saline solutions in good agreement with experimental data.

Weerasinghe and Smith developed molecular models for sodium chloride20 and guanidinium

chloride21 in aqueous solution on the basis of three experimental properties: ionic radii,

crystal lattice dimensions and ion-water contact distance. The resulting force fields were

analyzed using the Kirkwood-Buff theory22 and yielded a very good agreement with exper-

imental data for aqueous solutions of these two salts. Both studies were conducted on the

basis of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for varying salinity. This parameterization
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method was very recently extended to all possible alkali-chloride combinations23 and to all

combinations of alkali chloride and sodium halide salts24. In that study, the force fields of

Na+ and Cl− were taken from previous work20 and held constant, while the LJ parameters

of all remaining alkali cations and all halide anions were adjusted to the three properties

mentioned above20. The resulting ion models show a good agreement with properties they

were parameterized for, i.e. for nine of 20 possible ion combinations. For the remaining

11 combinations of alkali halide salts, the authors claim an equally good agreement with

experimental data. Furthermore, they claim that the results do not depend on the water

model24. The ion models were developed using the combining rules of Good and Hope25

and introduced one additional binary parameter for each cation to scale the cation-water

interaction. In another study, Joung and Cheatham26 developed molecular models for alkali

and halide ions based on free energies of hydration, gas phase properties, radial distribution

functions and crystal lattice parameters. They derived water model dependent parameter

sets for the ions which showed only moderate success in the prediction of thermodynamic

properties26. Horinek et al.27 derived force fields for alkali and halide ions from thermody-

namic solvation properties. That study resulted in one unique parameter set for the anions,

while for the cations, three parameter sets were proposed that describe the energy of sol-

vation equally well, but differ significantly in their LJ parameters. The ability of these ion

models to reproduce other thermodynamic data still needs to be investigated27.

In this paper, a set of molecular models for all alkali and halide ions in aqueous solution

is presented. The models were parameterized to reproduce experimental data on the re-

duced liquid solution density for all ion combinations. This property as well as structural

properties are reproduced over a wide range of salinity with a high accuracy. The models

were developed without introducing any binary parameter that would scale the interactions

of the two components individually28. In Section II, the methodology of the force field pa-

rameterization is explained. In Section III, the studied structural properties are introduced,

while in Section IV, the results are presented. Section V concludes the work.

II. FORCE FIELD DEVELOPMENT

All simulations of this study were performed at a temperature of 293.15 K and a pressure of

1 bar. The force field type employed was the standard LJ 12-6 potential plus one coulombic
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where uij is the potential energy between the particles i and j with a distance rij between

their LJ sites. σij and εij are the LJ parameters for size and energy, respectively, ql and qm

are the charges of the solute or the solvent particles that are at a distance rlm, and ǫ0 is the

vacuum permittivity. The indices l and m count the point charges, while the total number

of charges of particle i is denoted by NC,i. Note that Eq. (1) is given in a form that includes

the interactions with water. Throughout the present simulations, the Lorentz-Berthelot

combining rules29,30 were applied for the unlike LJ interactions. No binary parameters were

considered that would describe deviations from these rules28. Further details of the employed

simulation methods are given in the Appendix.

The solvent water was predominantly modeled by the rigid, non-polarizable force field

SPC/E31, which consists of one LJ sphere and three point charges. This model is widely used

for molecular simulations of biomolecules, often in combination with the GROMOS force

field32. The SPC/E model yields a good liquid density of water at a temperature of 293.15 K.

Its accuracy under these conditions is better than that of the two other widely used models

for water, namely SPC33 and TIP4P34. These are nonetheless often employed in conjunction

with large force field libraries for biomolecules, e.g. GROMOS9632 and OPLS-AA35. Over

a wider temperature range, however, none the discussed water models accurately describes

the liquid density of pure water, cf. FIG. 136.

The ions were modeled by one LJ sphere and one point charge of magnitude of +1 e for

cations and −1 e for anions, respectively, located in the center of mass. Their LJ size pa-

rameter σ was adjusted to reproduce the reduced liquid solution density ρ̃ over a wide range

of salinity. Here, ρ̃ is defined by the density of the electrolyte solution ρ and the density of

the pure solvent water ρ0 at the same temperature

ρ̃ =
ρ

ρO
. (2)

This reference was chosen, since in molecular simulation, force fields have to reproduce at

least basic properties like the density accurately in order to be used for predicting more

complex thermodynamic properties of the pure component itself or, in the case of elec-

trolytes, of the mixtures37. Throughout the present work, the studied conditions were al-

ways T = 293.15 K and p = 1 bar. For the present parameterization, the dependence of
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ρ̃ on salinity x was approximated by a first order Taylor expansion around the pure water

state point (x = 0)

ρ̃(x) = ρ̃(x = 0) +
dρ̃

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

x+O2 = 1 +mx+O2 . (3)

The short notation m stands for the derivative of ρ̃ with respect to the salinity x in the state

of infinite dilution and O2 contains all higher order terms of the expansion. The quantity

m is well accessible from experimental solution density data by simple derivation. With

the definition of the salinity x as the overall mass fraction of salt in aqueous solutions, the

increase of ρ̃ with x is almost linear for most salts considered in this study, i.e., the first

order Taylor expansion according to Eq. (3) is a good approximation. The mass fraction

was used in the present work to specify the salinity rather than other common measures,

like molality or ion strength, because approximation (3) turns out to be particularly good

when the mass fraction is used.

Using the reduced liquid solution density as the target reference is advantageous for the

parameterization of ion force fields. Changes of ρ̃ are due to the addition of salt and hence,

on molecular level, due to the interactions between the solvent and the ions. Furthermore,

the influence of deviations of the solution density ρ due to the water force field is suppressed.

The present ion models were adjusted to a property that is dominated by the influence that

the ions have on solution. Hence, they capture the physical behavior of the ions in solution

independent on the force field employed for the solvent, i.e. they can be combined with other

water models like SPC33, TIP3P34, TIP4P34 and TIP4P-Ew38 and reproduce the reduced

liquid solution density as well as structural properties, cf. Section 4.

For the ion parameterization, the derivative m of the reduced liquid solution density ρ̃ was

systematically calculated for various cation and anion parameter sets. The LJ size parame-

ter for the cation σc was varied between 1.5 and 4.5 Å and for the anion σa between 2.0 and

4.5 Å, with a spacing of 0.5 Å in both cases. Throughout the study, the LJ energy parameter

of both ions was held constant at a value of ε/kB = 100 K, which is in the range of recently

published data for ion LJ energy parameters that reproduce thermodynamic properties with

a decent agreement20,39. It is important to note that the LJ energy parameter has only a

minor influence on the reduced liquid solution density and hence m, cf. Section 4. The

derivative m was calculated for 42 LJ size parameter combinations by molecular simulation

and subsequently regressed with a polynomial function f : (σc, σa) → m. While the de-
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pendence on the cation LJ size parameter was fitted with a fourth order polynomial, the

dependence of m on the anion LJ size parameter was found to be linear. The simulation

results for the 42 systems as well as the regression functions are shown in FIG. 2.

The parameter set for the ions was determined by solving the optimization problem

f(σc, σa)−mexp = min , (4)

for all possible combinations of alkali halide salt solutions.

III. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

All aqueous electrolyte solutions considered in this study were analyzed with respect to

various structural properties, i.e. the radial distribution function (RDF) gi−O(r) of water

around the ion i40, the hydration number ni−O
41 and the net charge Qi around the ion i in

solution41. Throughout the analyses, the position of the water molecule was represented by

the position of the oxygen site O.

The radial distribution function gi−O(r) of water around the ion i indicates the structure

that the ion imposes onto the solution. This quantity is well known from the literature40

and is thus not introduced in more detail here. The hydration number ni−O quantifies the

number of solvent molecules within a given distance around the ion i. It is defined by

ni−O = 4πρO

∫ rmin

0

r2gi−O(r)dr , (5)

where ρO is the number density of water and rmin is the distance up to which the hydration

number is calculated. For the calculation of the hydration number within the first shell

around the ion as it was used here, the value rmin was chosen to be the distance of the first

minimum of the RDF gi−O(r)
41.

The net charge Qi quantifies the total charge of the solution within a distance r around the

ion i with a charge qi. It is calculated by

Qi(r) =
∑

j

NC,j∑

l=1

4πqlρj

∫ r

0

r2gi−l(r)dr , (6)

where ρj is the number density of component j in solution. Note that for the calculation

of the net charge, all components j, i.e. ions and solvent, have to be considered. A typical
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radial dependence of the net charge is shown in FIG. 3 for a sodium chloride solution. For

small distances from the sodium cation, the net charge drops to large negative values due

to the aggregation of negatively charged chloride anions and the orientation of negatively

charged oxygen atoms of the solvent towards the cation. This effect is balanced for larger

distances by the bonded, partially charged hydrogen atoms of the solvent and positively

charged cations, resulting in an overall positive net charge. The cycle of negatively charged

shells followed by positively charged shells continues, until this oscillation of the net charge

Qi has decayed to a constant value of −qi at some distance r±, which defines the distance up

to which the electrostatic influence of an ion in the solution is significant. Throughout this

study, the net charge was considered as constant when the fluctuations of the net charge

around −qi have decayed to within 10% of qi, hence |Q(r) + qi| < 0.1|qi|.

Knowledge of the distance r± is important for the application of local field theory approaches

for the calculation of the long range electrostatic interactions, e.g. as proposed by Rodgers

and Weeks42. These methods determine the electrostatic interactions for an ion i explicitly

up to a cut-off distance rc and estimate the remaining contribution by a constant factor,

which depends on the negative charge of the ion −qi. For this correction factor to be

accurate, the net charge has to have decayed to −qi, implying that the cut-off radius rc has

to be chosen larger than r±.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Molecular models for alkali and halide ions dissolved in aqueous solutions were developed by

solving the optimization problem presented in Eq. (4) simultaneously for all possible combi-

nations of the anions and the cations studied in the present work. The full parameter set is

given in Table I. The order of the LJ size parameters of the ions is consistent with their order

in the periodic table of elements Li+ < Na+ < K+ < Rb+ < Cs+ and F− < Cl− < Br− < I−.

Note that the values for lithium and sodium differ only slightly. In comparison to ion radii

defined according to Pauling, the LJ size parameters for all ions are larger43, which is in

agreement with other classical molecular models for the ions in the literature19,20,44.
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A. Reduced density

The present ion models reproduce the reduced liquid density well for aqueous alkali halide

electrolyte solutions. Considering all combinations of ions that are soluble in water in a

significant quantity, the deviations of the simulation data from the measured values45 are

below 1%, except for RbCl and RbBr at high salinity, where the deviations are 1.5%, cf.

FIGs. 4 and 5. Note that LiF was excluded in this analysis since it is only soluble in traces.

All density data reported here were determined by molecular simulation runs, which were

fully equilibrated, i.e. the ion association that occurs in some solutions has reached a steady

state.

This good agreement is not surprising, because the ion models were parameterized to the

reduced liquid solution density. However, it shows that a simultaneous fit exclusively of the

LJ size parameter is sufficient to cover the density of all aqueous alkali halide solutions and

that no binary parameters are needed. The LJ energy parameter does not have a significant

influence on the reduced liquid solution density. This result is less intuitive since dispersion

influences the density of liquids as well. However, the ion’s LJ size parameters dominate

the reduced liquid solution density in case of aqueous electrolyte solutions, cf. FIG. 6.

Variations in the LJ size parameter of ±10% result in density changes of up to 5%, while

changes of the LJ energy parameter by orders of magnitude can hardly be discerned. The

LJ energy parameter, which was set here to an arbitrary but reasonable value, is thus free

for subsequent optimizations to other properties of interest.

B. Structural properties

All possible combinations of alkali cations and halide anions in aqueous solution were in-

vestigated with respect to three basic structural properties: RDF, hydration number and

net charge. The general trends are discussed for each alkali and halide ion individually in

the following, while the results are summarized in Table II. Note that for each investigated

ion, the locations of the first maximum and of the first minimum of the ion-water RDF

were found to be practically constant, independent on counterion type and salinity, which

is in good agreement with experimental and simulation data46,47. With respect to the net

charge, a charge compensation within the boundaries of the simulation volume was desir-
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able. A complete compensation was not achieved in some simulations that were carried out

here. However, errors induced by this should not be important given that periodic boundary

conditions were used.

1. Cations

Lithium: The RDF of lithium shows the first maximum at a distance of 2.2 Å and the first

minimum at 3.0 Å, cf. FIG. 7. This result is within the range of experimental data, which

are available for the first maximum for this cation and vary strongly from 1.95 to 2.25 Å46,

while the ab initio calculations determined the maximum at 2.0 Å48. The hydration number

for lithium from simulation shows a slight decay with increasing salinity, being in the range

of 5.2 to 5.5. This is also in good agreement with experimental work, which determined the

number of water molecules around Li+ to be between 4 and 5.346. The influence of the anion

on the hydration number is small and only visible at high salinity. The electrostatic effects

of lithium are long ranged. At low salinity, charge neutrality was in most cases not reached

within the boundaries of the simulation volume, which were at r ≈ 15 Å. At higher salinity,

the distance for charge compensation was determined to be 9.0 Å for large counterions and

11.8 Å for small counterions.

Sodium: The sodium cation shows a similar behavior as the lithium cation. The first max-

imum of the RDF was found at a distance of 2.2 Å, the first minimum at 3.0 Å. This is

in agreement with experimental and ab initio data, which indicate the first maximum of

the RDF at a distance of 2.1 Å46 and 2.3 Å49, respectively. The hydration number remains

almost constant at a value of 5.2 to 5.5 water molecules around the cation, independent of

counterion type and salinity. This behavior was also observed in other simulation studies46.

The influence of the charge decays slowly with the distance. At low salinity, the net charge

did not decay to a constant value within the simulation volume, except for NaI, whereas at

higher salinity, the distance decays down to 9.0 Å, depending on the type of counterion.

Potassium: For the potassium cation, the first maximum and minimum of the RDF are

shifted to larger distances due to its larger size, being 2.6 and 3.4 Å, respectively. This is

in agreement with experimental data, which locate the average distance of water molecules

within the first shell between 2.6 and 2.8 Å46. Ab initio data locate the maximum at a

distance of 2.3 Å49. The hydration number for potassium shows almost no dependence on
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salinity for small counterions, while for larger counterions starting with chloride, the hydra-

tion number decreases strongly with salinity, ranging from 5.3 to 6.3. This behavior has

not yet been observed by experiment, where the hydration number was found to have a

constant value between 5 and 746. The net charge around potassium varies strongly with

type of counterion. At low salinity, charge neutrality was reached within the simulation vol-

ume only for the largest counterion (I−), whereas at higher salinity, the distance of charge

neutrality varies between 9.0 and 10.4 Å.

Rubidium: The simulations for the rubidium solutions predicted the first RDF peak at a

distance of 2.9 Å, which is close to the experimentally observed value of 3.1 Å50 and is in

excellent agreement with ab initio calculations51. The minimum was observed at 3.7 Å. The

calculated hydration number for rubidium of ≈7 agrees with the experimental number 6.950.

The influence of salinity on the hydration number can be neglected for small counterions like

F−. For large counterions, the hydration number decays with salinity by 10%. Electrostatic

neutrality was reached within 8.2 to >15 Å, depending on counterion type and salinity.

Caesium: For caesium, the first maximum of the RDF is located at 3.1 Å, which is identical

with the experimental value of 3.1 Å50 and with ab initio calculations52. The first minimum

was observed at 3.7 Å. The hydration number is independent on salinity for solutions con-

taining fluoride anions. Here, each caesium cation was surrounded by roughly eight water

molecules. For the counterions Br− and I−, higher salinity tends to enhance the ion-ion

pairing, which is exhibited by a large decay of the hydration number. Here, the average

hydration number is 6 to 7 water molecules, which is in good agreement with experimental

data46,50. Net charge neutrality around the caesium cation was reached between 9.1 and

9.9 Å at high salinity and between 9.9 and >15 Å at low salinity.

Note that the present models for rubidium and caesium capture the structural properties in

a good agreement with experimental data. This is in contrast to recently expressed thoughts

in the literature23 that only force fields considering polarization effects are capable to predict

the structural properties of such electrolyte solutions.

2. Anions

Fluoride: For the fluoride anion, the simulated RDF shows the first maximum at a distance

of 2.9 Å and the first minimum at 3.6 Å. The position of the maximum is in excellent
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agreement with other simulation studies, where a value of 2.86 Å was found46, and ab initio

calculations, where the first maximum was observed at 2.7 Å53. The distances of the ex-

trema are independent of cation type and salinity. The hydration number remains constant

for small counterions and rises for larger counterions at high salinity. The average hydra-

tion number was 6 to 7, which is within the uncertainty of previous molecular simulation

studies46. Charge neutrality around the fluoride anion was reached within 9.1 and >15 Å.

Chloride: The simulations for the chloride anion predicted a first maximum at 3.3 Å and a

first minimum at 4.1 Å. The same value for the maximum was also reported in other theo-

retical and experimental studies46, ab initio calculations yielded a maximum at determined

to 3.2 Å53. The hydration number for chloride remained constant at a value of 7 for varying

cations and salinity. Only for caesium at high salinity, a decay of the hydration number to

6 was observed. However, the experimentally determined trend of an increase of chloride-

chloride pairing was not predicted, which is in agreement with the model of Weerasinghe

and Smith20. The net charge for the chloride anions strongly depends on the type of coun-

terion. It decays fast for small cations like lithium and sodium, while it decays slowly for

large cations and low salinity.

Bromide: The first maximum of the RDF around bromide was at 3.4 Å, while the first

minimum was at 4.1 Å. The location of the maximum is in excellent agreement with the

experimental value of 3.3 Å46, which could also be confirmed by ab initio calculations54.

The hydration number was found to be independent on salinity in combination with small

cations, whereas it decays with salinity for larger cations starting with potassium. The val-

ues are between 7 and 8 for small counterions and 6 and 7 for large counterions, depending

on salinity. These tendencies were also found experimentally46. Charge neutrality around

the bromide anion was reached at a constant value of roughly 9 Å for small cations up to

potassium, while for large counterions and low salinity, the distance of r± is significantly

larger.

Iodide: Present simulations of the iodide anion are in good agreement with experimental

work based on X-ray diffraction, which located the maximum at 3.65 Å46, and ab initio

calculations55, which locate the maximum at 3.5 Å. The first extrema of the RDF were

observed here at distances of 3.5 Å for the maximum and 4.1 Å for the minimum. The

hydration number was independent on counterion type and salinity, except for the caesium

cation, where a significant decrease of the hydration number at high salinity was observed.
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Ion-ion pairing seems to be preferred under these conditions. The net charge of the anion

was compensated within 6.6 and 10.0 Å, depending on counterion type and salinity.

C. Transferability

Due to their parameterization to the reduced liquid solution density ρ̃, the present ion

models can be combined with water models other than SPC/E31 to reasonably well describe

the properties investigated here. This transferability is shown for ρ̃ of aqueous chloride

solutions considering three cations of varying size (Na+, K+, Cs+) and four additional water

models, namely SPC33, TIP3P34, TIP4P34 and TIP4P-Ew38, cf. FIG. 8. For SPC and

SPC/E, the differences for ρ̃ are negligible, being around 0.1% for CsCl, 0.4% for KCl

and 0.4% for NaCl. SPC and SPC/E have very similar electrostatic interaction sites, and

hence, the same behavior of the reduced liquid solution density was observed. The charge

distribution of the TIP3P force field resembles the one of SPC and SPC/E. Although the

locations of the charges are shifted significantly, their magnitudes are in between the ones

of SPC and SPC/E. Therefore, the reduced liquid solution density obtained for TIP3P only

slightly deviates from that for SPC and SPC/E. The differences are between 0.4% and

0.6%. For the TIP4P model, ρ̃ is overestimated in comparison to the other three models.

In this case, the deviations are approximately 1% for NaCl, 0.6% for KCl and 0.2% for

CsCl. This behavior is due to the fact that the TIP4P force field describes the electrostatic

interactions of water with larger partial charge magnitudes than the SPC and SPC/E force

fields, respectively, 0.43 e for SPC/E as opposed to 0.52 e for TIP4P. This leads to an

increase in polarity of the solvent and therefore to stronger attractive forces between solvent

and ion and thus macroscopically to a rise in the solution density. The influence of such

effects is weakened with increasing ion size and thereby, decreasing electrostatic attraction,

cf. FIG. 8. A similar behavior was observed for the TIP4P-Ew force field for water. Here,

the deviations of ρ̃ from experimental data are comparable to the ones of TIP4P, being only

slightly smaller. This is again the result of the charge set which is very similar to TIP4P in

terms of positions and magnitudes.

These results show that the present force fields can be applied with varying water models,

especially for salinities that are relevant for biochemical applications. An integration of the

ion models in large force field libraries is therefore possible without the need for reparame-
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terization to the solvent model the libraries are based on. However, for the calculation of

density sensitive data at high salinity, the use of the SPC/E water model is recommended,

especially for small cations.

Due to the applicability of the ion models in any combination of alkali cation and halide

anion and their high accuracy with respect to the investigated quantities, the ion force fields

present an improvement in comparison to the literature. To our knowledge, only Gee et

al.24 developed consistent force fields for alkali halide salts that show no dependency on the

water models and are also in good agreement with experimental density data. Their ion

force fields, however, deviate slightly more from experimental data of ρ̃ than reported here.

Furthermore, their models were adjusted considering significantly more parameters than

this study. Binary interaction parameters for the cation-solvent interaction were needed to

achieve the reported accuracy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Molecular models for alkali and halide ions in aqueous solution were developed on the basis

of the classical LJ approach with one superimposed point charge. The present force fields

were parameterized with respect to the reduced liquid solution density for all mutual com-

binations of ions. The accuracy of the models is high regarding the reference property and

structural data of the electrolyte solutions over a wide range of salinity. The recently ex-

pressed need for polarizable models23 or cation dependent mixing rules24 for the calculation

of these density data and structural properties was not confirmed.

In this study, the influence of the ions on the solution was characterized in terms of the net

charge around the ions. The distances for which electroneutrality was reached ranged from

7.7 to >15.0 Å, depending on the ion type and salinity.

The developed force fields for the ions were parameterized on the basis of the SPC/E water

model, but may well be used with other force fields for water for the calculation of the

structural properties discussed here. This transferability was shown for three aqueous elec-

trolyte solutions containing chloride anions for the water models SPC, TIP3P, TIP4P and

TIP4P-Ew that are also often used for the simulation of biological systems. However, for

density sensitive data, the combination of the present ion force fields with the SPC/E water
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model is recommended.
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Appendix A: Simulation details

All electrolyte solutions were simulated using the classical Monte-Carlo simulation technique.

The employed code was an extended version of ms256. The simulations were performed in

the isothermal-isobaric (NpT ) ensemble at 293.15 K and 1 bar. Electrostatic long range con-

tributions were considered by Ewald summation57 with a real space convergence parameter

κ = 5.6. The ions and the solvent molecules were initially placed onto a face-centered cubic

lattice in random order. A physically reasonable configuration was obtained by 5, 000 equi-

libration loops in the canonical ensemble, followed by 80, 000 relaxation loops in the NpT

ensemble. Thermodynamic averages were obtained over 500, 000 loops. Each loop consisted

of NNDF/3 translational or rotational steps, where NNDF indicates the total number of me-

chanical degrees of freedom of the system, and one volume change move. The step size, i.e.

the average displacement and the rotation were set such that 50% of the total MC moves

were accepted. Note that this sampling strategy was confirmed by MD calculations, which

were performed for aqueous sodium chloride solutions and yielded the same results as the

MC simulations. Configurations of the system were saved every 500 loops, which were used

for the calculation of the pair correlation functions via post-processing. All simulations were

performed with a total number of 1000 particles, i.e. water molecules and ions. Throughout

the study, the simulation uncertainty of the present simulation results are within the symbol

size of the figures.
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the liquid density of pure water ρO at p = 1 bar. Simulation

results by Guevara-Carrion et al.36 are shown for the three water models (�) SPC/E31, (H) SPC33

and (N) TIP4P34. The line indicates a correlation of experimental data58.
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FIG. 2. Derivative of the reduced liquid solution density ρ̃ with respect to salinity x. Bullets:

simulation results. Dashed lines: regression using a polynomial function f(σc, σa). Note that the

second highest regression line in the right plot represents in fact two lines for σc = 1.5 and 2.5 Å.
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FIG. 3. Radial dependence of the net charge Qi around the ions in an aqueous sodium chloride

solution of salinity x = 0.15 g/g using the SPC/E model for water31. Solid line: Net charge

around the sodium cation. Dashed line: Net charge around the chloride anion. The horizontal

lines indicate charge neutralization. The influence of the ion charge decays more rapidly for the

large chloride ion than for the smaller sodium ion.
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FIG. 4. Reduced liquid solution density ρ̃ of aqueous electrolyte solutions for all lithium, sodium

and caesium halide salts as a function of salinity x. Present simulation data (symbols) are compared

to correlations of experimental data45 (lines).
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FIG. 5. Reduced liquid solution density ρ̃ of aqueous electrolyte solutions for all potassium and

rubidium halide salts as a function of salinity x. Present simulation data (symbols) are compared

to correlations of experimental data45 (lines).
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FIG. 6. Salinity dependence of the reduced liquid solution density ρ̃ of the aqueous sodium chloride

solution. Water was described by the SPC/E model31, while both ions were modeled by one LJ

sphere with a superimposed point charge. The LJ parameters of the chloride ion were varied.

Symbols: only the LJ energy parameter was varied, while the LJ size parameter remained constant

σCl = 4.4 Å: (+) εCl/kB = 50 K; (�) εCl/kB = 100 K; (H) εCl/kB = 400 K; (⋆) εCl/kB = 700 K;

(x) εCl/kB = 1000 K. Dashed lines: the LJ size parameter σCl was varied by ±10%, while the

LJ energy parameter remained constant εCl/kB = 100 K. Solid line: correlation of experimental

data45.
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FIG. 7. Radial distribution function gi−O(r) around Li+ (solid line) and Cl− (dashed line) for a

salinity of x(m) = 0.11 g/g. Water was described by the SPC/E model31.
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FIG. 8. Salinity dependence of the reduced liquid solution density ρ̃ of aqueous XCl solutions, with

X being Na+, K+ and Cs+, respectively. The ions were modeled by the present force field, water

was modeled by five force fields from the literature: (�) SPC/E31, (�) SPC33, (H) TIP3P34, (N)

TIP4P34 and (�) TIP4P-Ew38. The solid lines are correlations of experimental data45.
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TABLE I. LJ size parameter σ for alkali and halide ions. The LJ energy parameter is constant

ε/kB = 100 K.

σ / Å

Li+ Na+ K+ Rb+ Cs+ F− Cl− Br− I−

1.88 1.89 2.77 3.26 3.58 3.66 4.41 4.54 4.78
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TABLE II: Locations of the first maximum rmax and the

first minimum rmin of the ion-water RDF, hydration number

ni−O and distance of charge neutrality r±. For a more com-

pact compilation, the hydration numbers and r± are given for

varying salinity in terms of the molality x(M). + denotes the

cation, − the anion and O the solvent (oxygen of water). The

experimental mean distance between the ion and the oxygen

atom of water is: rLi
+

max = 2.1 Å, rNa+
max = 2.3 Å, rK

+

max = 2.8 Å,

rRb+
max = 2.9 Å, rCs+

max = 3.1 Å, rF
−

max = 2.6 Å, rCl−
max = 3.2 Å,

rBr−
max = 3.4 Å, rI

−

max = 3.6 Å46.

Salt i rmax rmin ni−O (1 M) ni−O (3 M) ni−O (5 M) r± (1 M) r± (3 M) r± (5 M)

Å Å - - - Å Å Å

NaF + 2.2 3.0 5.2 5.1 4.5 >15.0 11.4 12.1= 2.9 3.6 6.9 6.9 6.8 14.0 11.2 9.5

KF + 2.6 3.4 6.4 6.2 6.0 >15.0 9.8 9.9= 2.9 3.6 6.8 6.7 6.3 >15.0 12.1 9.4

RbF + 2.9 3.7 7.3 7.3 7.0 >15.0 >15.0 >15.0= 3.0 3.6 6.7 6.6 6.4 >15.0 12.6 11.3

CsF + 3.1 3.8 8.0 8.2 7.6 >15.0 10.3 9.1= 2.9 3.6 6.8 6.5 6.5 >15.0 13.2 9.2

LiCl + 2.2 3.0 5.5 5.4 5.2 >15.0 >15.0 11.8= 3.4 4.1 7.5 7.6 7.7 9.6 8.4 8.2

NaCl + 2.2 3.0 5.6 5.4 5.3 >15.0 >15.0 11.8= 3.3 4.0 7.5 7.6 7.6 9.6 8.4 8.2

KCl + 2.6 3.4 6.1 5.9 5.7 >15.0 9.9 10.4= 3.4 4.1 7.4 7.3 7.0 >15.0 9.9 9.4

RbCl + 2.9 3.7 7.2 6.9 6.4 >15.0 12.6 10.0= 3.3 4.0 7.1 6.9 6.6 >15.0 10.1 9.8

CsCl + 3.1 3.8 7.7 7.1 6.5 9.9 10.3 9.3= 3.3 4.0 7.2 6.8 6.3 >15.0 9.6 9.6

LiBr + 2.2 3.0 5.5 5.3 5.3 >15.0 11.8 11.2= 3.3 4.0 7.3 7.9 7.8 9.5 9.5 9.1

NaBr + 2.2 3.0 5.4 5.4 5.3 >15.0 11.8 11.2= 3.4 4.0 7.3 7.5 7.4 9.5 9.5 9.1

KBr + 2.6 3.4 6.1 6.1 5.7 >15.0 10.0 10.4= 3.4 4.1 7.6 7.5 6.9 9.6 9.5 8.6

RbBr + 2.9 3.7 7.2 6.7 6.2 >15.0 11.8 9.2= 3.4 4.0 7.0 6.7 6.3 12.3 9.7 8.8
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Table II continued

Salt i rmax rmin ni−O (1 M) ni−O (3 M) ni−O (5 M) r± (1 M) r± (3 M) r± (5 M)

Å Å - - - Å Å Å

CsBr + 3.1 3.8 7.5 7.1 6.4 11.3 11.4 9.4= 3.4 4.0 7.0 6.7 6.2 13.5 9.5 8.5

LiI + 2.2 3.0 5.4 5.3 5.4 9.0 10.8 9.0= 3.5 4.2 7.8 8.0 8.0 9.3 9.4 6.6

NaI + 2.2 3.0 5.4 5.3 5.4 9.0 10.8 9.0= 3.5 4.2 7.8 8.0 8.0 9.6 9.6 6.6

KI + 2.6 3.4 6.3 6.1 5.6 11.2 9.9 9.8= 3.5 4.2 7.6 7.7 7.5 10.1 9.7 6.6

RbI + 2.9 3.7 6.8 6.5 6.2 11.8 11.6 8.2= 3.5 4.2 7.3 7.1 6.9 10.0 10.0 9.5

CsI + 3.1 3.8 7.5 6.9 6.4 12.2 11.4 9.9= 3.5 4.2 7.4 7.0 6.6 10.3 9.7 9.5
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